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1. INTRODUCTION 
Unless otherwise stated the base field k is assumed of characteristic zero. 
1.1. Let C be a symmetrizable Cartan matrix. One may associate [3,4] 
to C a Hopf algebra U&g,) which is a quantized version of the enveloping 
algebra U(g,) of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra gc. When q is not a root of 
unity, the representation theories of U,(g,) and of U(g,) are almost 
indistinguishable, even though these as Hopf algebras are quite different. 
1.2. For any Hopf algebra H one may define an adjoint action (see 
Sect. 2) of H on itself via the comultiplication and the antipode. When H 
is the enveloping algebra U(g) of a finite dimensional Lie algebra g this 
action is locally finite. Particularly when g is semisimple, this fact plays a 
fundamental role in the study of Prim U(g). 
1.3. Take H= U,(g,) with dim gc< OZ. Except if q is a root of unity of 
odd order the adjoint action is nor locally finite. Let F(H) denote the set 
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of elements of H on which this action is locally finite. One of the main 
points of the present work (see Sect. 6) is to show that F(H) is a very large 
subalgebra of H. This may be expressed as follows. There is an Ore subset 
T, of F’(H), consisting of elements which have inverses in H such that H 
is a finite, free module over T ;‘F(H). Thus it is basically the presence of 
invertible elements which prevents H admitting a locally finite adjoint 
action. When dim gc is infinite a similar result holds for the largest 
integrable submodule I(H) of H. These results are related by the fact that 
F(H) = Z(H) exactly when dim gc < co. 
1.4. Suppose that dim gc < co. It would seem likely that F( U,(g,)) and 
U(g,) are intimately related as algebras. In particular their primitive 
spectra should coincide when q is not a root of unity or when they are 
viewed as algebras over k(q). 
1.5. A first question which arises from 1.4 is whether one may establish 
a version of the Harish-Chandra isomorphism to determine the centre 
Z,(g,) of U,(g,). T. Tanisaki [13] proves such a result over k[[q, q-‘I] 
and M. Rosso [ll, II, B] shows that the centre essentially separates the 
finite dimensional simple modules (when q is not a root of unity and 
dim gc < co ). Tanisaki’s analysis is quite inappropriate for working over 
k(q), whilst Rosso’s work [11, 121 does not quite describe the centre. Here 
we use the result in 1.3 to completely determine Z,(g,). Moreover our 
analysis is swift and elegant (Sect. 8). Indeed we construct an inverse to the 
Harish-Chandra map which is a new approach even for enveloping 
algebras. A surprise is that Z,(gc) need not be a polynomial algebra (8.9) 
even when dim gc< co. Thus F(U,(g,)) and U(g,) are not in general 
isomorphic. 
1.6. We determine (8.7) the set of invertible elements of Z,(g,) and 
show (9.3) that this is also the set of invertible elements of I(U,(g,)). It 
reduces to scalars exactly when dim gc < co. 
1.7. Let g denote a semisimple Lie algebra. One of our eventual aims 
is to use the observations in 1.3-1.6 to study the relationship between 
Prim U(g) and the nilpotent cone in g *. The latter is naturally described by 
the afline Weyl group which also plays an important role in the representa- 
tion theory of U,(gc) when q is a root of unity. This is why we insist on 
working in three settings: over k(q), over A := k[q, q-l], and at specializa- 
tion at a root of unity. For clarity we do this consecutively rather than 
simultaneously. 
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1.8. We believe our analysis provides a good framework for quantum 
groups. Thus Hopf algebras satisfying the finiteness property of 1.3 would 
seem to be the appropriate objects corresponding to quantized enveloping 
algebras. More particularly we regard the quantized Serre relations in 
U,(g,) as ensuring this property, a viewpoint which already leads to some 
computational simplification. 
1.9. Our presentation is essentially self-contained and here we hope that 
our analysis is both efficient and dispenses with long computations 
involving q-binomial coefficients. We may omit some details of standard 
enveloping algebra technology when the analysis is particularly straight- 
forward. 
2. ADJOINT ACTION IN HOPF ALGEBRAS 
In this section the base field k is arbitrary. 
2.1. Recall that a Hopf algebra H is an associative algebra with identity 
1 equipped with a comultiplication d: H + H @ H, an augmentation 
E: H + k, and an antipode Q: H + H. The first two are algebra 
homomorphisms and the last is an algebra antihomomorphism. 
There are certain tricks and conventions in Hopf algebra theory which 
we briefly recall. First for each a E H, we can express A(a) as a finite sum 
which is abbreviated as 
Ab)=q,,Oa,,,. (1) 
Associativity of comultiplication means that we can unambiguously define 
A’(4 as Ab43q2, which equals a(,,@ A(q,,). Then we abbreviate the 
resulting double summation as 
In this notation E and g (are defined to) satisfy 
whilst for all a, b E H one has 
(ub)(,,8(ub)(z,=A(ub)= (u,,,Ouo,)(b~,,Ob,,,) 
= a&,, @ q&2,. (5) 
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In all this summations may be developed or consecutive subscripts on 
adjacent symbols contracted. 
2.2. For each a E H we define ad a E End, H by 2.1.1 and the rule 
(ad a) b := q,+Ma&, VbEH. (1) 
Obviously the map a H ad a of H into End, H is linear. One has the 
LEMMA. For all a, b, c E H 
(i) (ad a)(ad 6) = ad ab 
(ii) (ad a) bc= (ad a(,)) b(ad a(,,) c. 
In the proof we omit parentheses on subscripts. Then using 2.1, assertion 
(i) follows from (ad a)(ad b) c = (ad a) b,co(b,) = a,b,ca(b,) o(a2) = 
(ab),ca((ab),) = (ad ab) c. Similarly (ii) follows from (ad a) bc = 
a,bca(a,) = aI& bca(a,) = a,be(a,)ca(a,) = a,ba(a,)a,ccr(a,) = 
(ad a,) b(ad a2) c. 
2.3. By 2.2(i) we conclude that ad is an algebra homomorphism. Then 
for each Hopf subalgebra H,, of H we may define 
F,,,(H)= {aEHIdimk(adHO)a<co}. 
We write simply F(H) for F,(H). By 2.2(ii) we obtain the 
COROLLARY. F,,(H) is a subalgebra of H. 
2.4. Let Z(H) denote the centre of H viewed simply as a subalgebra 
of H. 
LEMMA. Z(H)= {z~H((ada)z=~(a)z, VaEH}. 
If ZEZ(H) then (ada)~=a~zo(a,)=a,a(a~)z=.$a)z by 2.1.4. For the 
opposite implication observe that za = ze(al) a2 = &(a,) za2 which by the 
hypothesis equals a,za(a,) a3 = alzE(aZ) = a,e(a,) z = az by 2.1. 
2.5. If H is a Hopf algebra we use H, to denote its augmentation ideal 
ker E. If J is a two-sided ideal of H then comultiplication passes to H/J if 
J is also a co-ideal, that is, if 
d(J)cJ@H+H@J. 
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3. QUANTUM sI(2) 
From now on we assume char k = 0. In an associative algebra we denote 
ab-ba by [a, b]. 
3.1. View q as an indeterminate and set K=k(q). Define U,(sl(2)) (or 
simply, U) to be the K-algebra with identity 1 and generators .x, y, t, t-i 
satisfying the relations 
tt-‘= t-‘t= 1, txt - ’ = 42x, tyr-l=q--2y, [x,u,=t2-t-2. 42 
(1) 
An easy verification shows that U,(el(2)) admits a Hopf algebra 
structure with A, E, c defined by 
A(x)=x@t-‘+t@x, A(y)=yOt-‘+tC3y, A(t*)=t*@t* (2) 
E(X) = E(Y) = 0, .z(tf)= 1 (3) 
a(x) = -q-2x, fJ(Y) = -q2JJ, a(t”)= t T’. (4) 
3.2. The theory of finite dimensional U modules is rather easy and 
follows closely that of U(eI(2)). A key step is the identity 
cx, y] =;;y+;:22; y~-l{q-Z(m-l)tz_q2(m-l)t-2), VmEN+. (1) 
In particular (1) shows that U admits exactly 4 non-isomorphic 1 dimen- 
sional modules K, parametrized by the fourth roots of unity w by which 
t acts. 
Let A4 be a U module. We say that A4 is t-admissible if it is a direct sum 
of finite dimensional t eigenspaces. We say that M is h admissible if in addi- 
tion each such eigenvalue takes the form q’: TE k. We call r an h-weight 
and the corresponding eigenspace the weight subspace of weight r. 
Just as for U(sI(2)) there is an obvious simple 2 dimensional U module 
with weights 1, - 1. Since U is a Hopf algebra, the tensor product 
construction can be applied to give a simple h-admissible U module L(m) 
of dimension m + 1 (with weights m, m - 2, . . . . -m). From (1) one checks 
that every simple finite dimensional U module is isomophic to some 
Um)@L. 
3.3. One easily checks that 
z :: yx+ (“‘,r”,“q 
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belongs to Z(U). Using this element a standard computation shows that 
every finite dimensional LJ module is semisimple and in particular is 
t-admissible. 
Since U is an iterated Ore extension, it is an integral domain. Then (say) 
by localizing at the Ore set (.r”},,. N it follows easily that 
Z(U) = K[z]. 
3.4. We need the following result which obtains from the above 
representation theory or directly from 3.2.1. 
b3fMA. Let M be an h-admissible U module, m a positive integer, and 
a E M a non-zero vector of weight m satisfying xa = 0. Then xmyma # 0. 
3.5. We should like to have a result similar to 3.4 when q is a root of 
unity. This fails for the most naive interpretation of specialization. We use 
G. Lusztig’s specialization [8, Sect. 4.1. What we need is developed briefly 
in the following sections. 
3.6. Let p be an indeterminate. Set [0], = 1. Then the formulae 
[ml, =,ni ‘sv [ 71, = Cm ‘yll’,, 
P P 
define the p-factorial and p-binomial coefftcients for integers m 2 ja 0. 
Observe that [ml,-, = (- 1)” [mlp, so 
[~1, = rL~ 




gives [y], E Z[p, p-l]. There are two generalizations of the binomial 
theorem. The first concerns commuting indeterminates a, 6. By induction 
using (3) we obtain 
jfilc a + p’(j-‘)b) =,gO [TIP a”-‘(p”-lb)‘. (4) 
Evaluation at a = -b = 1 gives 
j~o(-l)f~] p+‘“=o. 
P 
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The second binomial theorem concerns the generators u, b of the 
Heisenberg group (which satisfy the relation ba = p2ab). From (3) we 
obtain 
(6) 
3.7. Set A =k[q, q-l]. Let 04(51(2)) (or simply, 0) denote the A 






LEMMA. 6 is a Hopf subring of U. 
The only non-trivial part is that d(x cm1) E 00 0 with of course a similar 
assertion for d( y [“I). Set a=x@tr’. b = t @ x. Then ba = q4ab, so by 3.6.6 
d(xcm]) = ta+ b)” f q2(m-j)j umpi L 
-= 
[ml,2 j=O Cm -A,2 [A,~’ 
Recalling how multiplication is defined in U@ U this gives 
~(~Cml)= f q2~m-ilj~~Cm-iltj~t-~m-j~XCjl, 
j=O 
as required. 
3.8. For all c E k, set [ ‘C],Z = 1 and for m E N + set 
[ cJq2 :+ (“““‘-j+~~~-td~~,~2(1-l+l’) 
(we shall generally omit the q2 subscript). It is immediate that 
Again induction establishes the formula 
xc’lyc”l = m~~~~[~-j~[t;2~~‘-“]x~~-j~ 
due to V. G. Kac [S, 4.31. 
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As noted by Lusztig [S, 4.41 the identity 
(4) 
reduces the assertion to the case c = 0. This in turn follows from (3) by 
induction. 
3.9. Now fix a root of unity <E k and define Uc(ef(2)) (or simply, V, 
or just V) to be the specialized ring 
V= b, Al(q-t). 
By 3.7, V inherits a Hopf algebra structure. We use X, jj, . . . . to denote the 
image of IC, y, . . . . in V. 
LEMMA. V is generated by Zcml, yCml, 7’: m E N, r E Z. 
Note here that 
t; r [ 1 E 0. mq2 
So we must show that the specialization of this element at q = 5 lies in V. 
However, this follows from 3.8.3, 3.8.4 just as in the proof of 3.8. 
3.10. A V module M is said to be admissible if it is a direct sum of finite 
dimensional k-vector spaces M, in which i acts by 5”: a E k and [z] acts 
by the scalar obtained on replacing t in the right-hand side of 3.8.1 by q” 
and evaluating the resulting expression (which lies in A) at q = <. As before 
we call a, the weight of any element of it4,. From 3.8.3 the following 
analogue of 3.4 is immediate. 
LEMMA. Let A4 be an admissible V module, m a positive integer, and 
a E M a weight vector of weight m satisfying ZCr7a = 0, Vr E N +. Then 
+4jjC~la = a. 
3.11. One may observe already for U that adjoint action is not locally 
finite. Thus for all m E N + one has 
(ad~)~“t”-‘=~““~“-q-2t~“t~-1~=(1-q4m-~)~m+’tm~ 
Yet (ad x) xt-’ = 0, whilst 
(ad y) xt - ’ = yx - q4xyI (ad y)’ xt-’ = -q4(q2 + q-2) yt-‘, 
(ad y)3 xt-’ = 0. 
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It follows for each integer m>,O, that L,, := (ad U)(xr-‘)” is 
isomorphic to L(2m). Set 9 = @ mE N L,,. One has the 
LEMMA. Y @ Z(U) r F(U). 
That the multiplication map 9 8 Z(U) + I;(U) is bijective follows from 
bijectivity on each highest weight space. Injectivity is easy because the 
highest weight spaces of dp are one dimensional. For surjectivity, observe 
that by (1) each weight vector of U takes the form Ci~r-iys-ipi(t, t-i) for 
some polynomials pi. By 3.2 this is a highest weight vector for F(U) only 
if r 2s. Then by 3.3 we can replace each factor xy by the central element 
z modulo a polynomial in t, t - ‘. Then the above expression becomes 
xrpsp(z, t, t-i) for some polynomial p. One checks that this expression 
is annihilated by ad x if and only if p(z, t, t-‘) = t-cr-S%(z) for some 
polynomial h. This establishes urjectivity. 
Remarks. In the present special case of U= U,(sI(2)) this recovers an 
analogue of Kostant’s famous result for U(g): g semisimple. Again in a like 
fashion to [lo, 3.41, the quotients F(U)/(z-a): aEk(q) of F(U) may be 
realized as subalgebras of skew Weyl algebras. 
4. THE QUANTIZED KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS 
4.1. A Car-tan matrix C = {c~};‘=, of rank 1 is a matrix having integer 
entries with cii = 2, Vi, cii < 0, Vi # j and cii # 0 o cji # 0. By [7, Prop. 1.11 
we may choose a k vector space $ of dimension 2n- 1 and subsets 
rr = {aI, a2, . . . . a,,} c h*, rt ” = {a,“, a;, . . . . a: } c h of linearly independent 
elements uch that 
(ai” , aj) = cv, Vi,j= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
4.2. We assume from now on that C is symmetrizable, that is, there 
exists non-zero integers di: i= 1, 2, . . . . n such that the d, := dicii form the 
entries of a symmetric matrix. Let h’ be the subspace of h generated by A ” 
and fix a complement h” to h’ in h. By [7, 2.11 we may define a 
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on IJ vanishing on h” x h” by the 
formulae 
(ay,aj”)=d,:‘d,:‘d,, (h, a; ) = (h, aj) d,:‘. 
Let y: h + $* be defined by (h, y(h’)) = (h, h’) and set (y(h), y(h’)) = 
(h, h’). One finds that y(a; ) = 2aj/(ai, ai) and (a,, c(i) = d, (so in particular 
di = f(ai, a,)). Again for all J E $* 
(aj, A) = $(aj, aj)(a; , A). (1) 
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Finally, complete 7c to a basis r2 = {cI,, a,, . . . . clz,,+,) of h* so that 
(a;,aj)~H for all iE {1,2 ,..., n),jE {1,2 ,..., 2n-I}. 
4.3. Let T be the free commutative group on generators 
t,: j= 1, 2, . . . . 2n-1. Set U”= K[T] viewed as a Hopf algebra with the 
standard rules. Let oq(gC) (or simply, 8) denote the K algebra generated 
over T by the elements xi, yi: i= 1, 2, . . . . n satisfying the relations 
i#i’ 
Cxi, Vi’1 = i 1 t; - t;= otherwise. 4 24 _ 4-2di ’ (3) 
Let Ui denote the subalgebra of 0 generated by xi, yi, ti, t,:‘. Then Uj 
is isomorphic to UJsl(2)) and so admits a Hopf algebra structure obtained 
from the formulae 3.1.2-3.1.4 on replacing q by qd;. Using the symmetry 
(a,, oli) = (mj, cci) one checks that these give a Hopf algebra structure on D. 
4.4. Let 0 + (resp. 8-) denote the subalgebra of 0 generated by the xi 
(resp. yi): i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
LEMMA. (i) 8’ are free algebras. 
(ii) The map u-~u”@u+~~Uuo~+ of &@U”@~+ into 8 is 
bijective. 
(iii) 8 is an integral domain. 
As pointed out by M. Rosso [ 11, I, Prop. 21 (i), (ii) follow from the 
diamond lemma [2, Sect. 11. For (iii), filter 8 by taking the xi, yi to have 
degree 1 and the elements of U” to have degree 0. Then by (i), (ii), gr 8 
is isomorphic to the smash product of the commutative group ring U” over 
the free algebra o- @ 8’ and is hence an integral domain by the usual 
top degree argument. This proves (iii). 
4.5. Take i,jE { 1, 2, . . . . n} with i# j and set mij = 1 - cij which is a 
positive integer. Set 
ms 
uii= 1 (-1)’ “,” xm”--‘xjx;. 
r=O [ 1 PI 
We have the following basic fact. 
LEMMA. 
(ad xi)“‘~xjtj=uiit~tj.~ (1) 
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Set x = xi, x’ = xj, t = ti, t’ = tj, and p = q-2d,. Let I, (resp. r,) denote left 
(resp. right) multiplication by x in i?. Suppose a E i? satisfies ta = fat for 
some c E k. Then 
(ad x) a = (xa - p’ax) t = [(I,- pcrX) a] t, 
iteration of which gives 
(adx)“a= fi (Ix-~C-2(i-1)~r)u 
[ 1 tm. (2) i= 1 
Take m =mii, a =x’t’, c= - $cii in (2). Then using 3.62, 3.6.4, and 
pulling x past r’ we obtain 
4.6. Retain the above notation. 
COROLLARY. [yi,uJ=O. 
To see this set y = yi, u = uij. One checks (the rather surprising fact) that 
(ad y)(ad x)” x’t’ = [y, u] tm+ ‘t’ (1) 
whilst 
(ad y) x’t’ = [y, x’] tl’ = 0 (2) 
(ad t) ~‘1’ = q(*~*“/)x’t’. (3) 
Set q’ = qd,. By 2.2(i) and (2), (3) we conclude that x’t’ is a lowest weight 
vector of a U,,(eI(2)) module of weight 2(ai, aj)/(ai, ai) = cij= 1 -mm. By 
3.2.1 (with x, y interchanged) we conclude that the left-hand side of (1) is 
zero. By 4.4(iii) this proves the corollary. 
Remark. M. Rosso [11, I, Lemma l] proves 4.6 directly. The present 
analysis is an extension of the classical argument of J. P. Serre. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Take i, j, s E { 1,2, . . . . n} wirh i # j. Then [y,, uii] = 0. 
If s 4 {i, j} the assertion is trivial. The case s = i is just 4.6. The case s = i 
easily results from 3.6.5. 
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4.8. It is immediate that ti defined by I = yi, ti(ui) = xi, k.(rj) = tj 
extends to an antiautomorphism (of Chevalley) of 0. Set uii= K(+). Let J’ 
(resp. J-) denote the two-sided ideal of 0’ (resp. 8-) generated by the 
uii (resp. u,): i,j= 1, 2, . . . . n, with i#j and let U+ (resp. U-) be the 
corresponding quotient algebra. From 4.7 we observe that 8-iJ”J+ 
and J- U”8+ are two-sided ideals of 0 and we let J denote their sum. 
Set U= DjJ which is called the quantized Kac-Moody algebra U,(g,) 
associated to C. By 4.4 we conclude (as in Rosso [ 11, I, Cor. 41) that 
LEMMA. The map u- 8 u” Q u+ H u - u”u + is a bijection of 
U- Q U” @I U+ onto U. Moreover K factors to U and interchanges U -, U+, 
Remark. Of course we also have U + 0 U” 8 U- 7 U. 
4.9. LEMMA. A(J) c JO o-18@ J. 
In the notation of 4.6 we claim that 
A(u)=u@t-“t’-‘+t’t”@u. (1) 
This follows from the (miraculous) cancellation of the remaining terms 
which is forced by the relation [A(y), A(u)] = A[ y, u] = 0. In fact one 
expands the left-hand side of (1) using the formulae for A and for u. Then 
one expands the above commutator and uses the fact that [JJ, X”-‘I# 0 
for 0 < r <m to establish the required assertion. In this the coefficients of 
the monomials occurring do not have to be calculated. As the result is 
known in principle [3,4] we omit the (quite easy) details. 
4.10. We conclude from 4.9 and some additional easy computations 
involving E, cr that U inherits a Hopf algebra structure from i? Now let 
i$(g,) (or simply, 6) denote the A subring of U generated by U” and 
the divided powers xr”‘, yL”l: m E N + (delined with respect to qMi): 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n, that is, by ‘the coiresponding rings 6, z fiJsI(2)) defined as in 
3.7. By 3.7 it follows that fi is a Hopf subring of U. Recalling 3.8 let 0’ 
denote the commutative A-subring of U” generated over T by the elements 
ti; r [ 1 m :rEZ,mEtN, iE(l,2 ,..., n}. PI 
Let 6 + (resp. 6- ) denote the A-subring of U + (resp. U - ) generated by 
1 and the elements xicrnl (resp. y!“‘), ViE { 1,2, . . . . n}, Vm E N +. Note that 
the Serre relations u,=O (resp. v,=O) are defined in 0’ (resp. &). 
PROPOSITION. (i) i?* is a direct sum of its T weight submodules each of 
which is finitely generated. 
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(ii) I?* is a free A module. 
(iii) The map f- Q ho Q ii+ H li-li”zi+ is a bijection of 
O- QA PQ, 0’ onto 0. 
(iv) U is an integral domain. 
(i) Consider say o+. By definition its generators are weight vectors, 
whilst the relations in i!?+ can be taken to be all homogeneous in weight. 
This proves direct sum decomposition. Finite generation already holds 
without using any relations because a given T weight A-submodule can 
only be obtained from a finite number of monomials in the xFml: 
i= 1, 2, . . . . n; m E N +. Hence (i). (ii) follows from (i) because o+ being an 
A-subring of U’ has no A torsion and A is a principal ideal domain. 
(iii) By delinition 0’ is an A-subring of U” and so the canonical 
map o”+ ir”Oa Kr U” is injective. Then by (ii) the canonical 
map 0-0, lj”OA 0+ + fi- Qa 0’0, ii+ QA K% U- OK U”OK U+ 
is injective. Then injectivity in (iii) follows from 4.8, whilst surjectivity 
follows from 3.8.3. 
(iv) Filter U as in 4.4(iii). By (iii), gr U is isomorphic to the smash 
product of the commutative group ring U” over U- @ U+ where in this 
the elements of U- commute with those of U+. Hence it suffices to prove 
that U- @ Ut is an integral domain. This is generated over k(q) by its 
subring X:= 0-0, 0’. In the specialization B := XOA A/(q- I), the 
Serre relations uii= uii= 0 just because the classical Serre relations whilst 
xFml becomes x7/m! We conclude that B is just the enveloping algebra of 
a’Lie algebra; actually of n; x nd where gc = n; Oh 0 n,+ is the standard 
triangular decomposition. Hence x is an integral domain. By (ii) we 
conclude that X is an integral domain, and this proves (iv). 
4.11. Let 5 E k be a root of unity. Let U&g,) (or simply, Vc, or just V) 
denote the specialization of 0 at q = t. Let V*, V” denote the corre- 
sponding specializations of fi*, 0”. The following obtains directly from 3.9 
and 4.10. 
LEMMA. The map v- Q v” @I v+ H u-v”v+ is a bijection of 
v-0 VOQ v+ onto V. Furthermore V inherits a Hopf algebra structure 
from 0. It is generated by the images of Vi and the ti: j= 1,2, . . . . 2n - 1. 
5. A STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR U+ 
5.1. We develop some Verma module theory so as to give a structure 
theorem for U+ generalizing [S, 2.91. We also obtain a corresponding 
result for V+. 
181.153;2-3 
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5.2. Let M be a U module. We shall say that M is U” admissible if it 
is a direct sum of finite dimensional K subspaces on which each tj acts by 
a scalar (possibly in R). We shall say that M is h-admissible if this scalar 
can be expressed in the form q’ivmJ’ for some 1 E h*. We denote the corre- 
sponding weight space by M,. Set Q(M)= {R.E~*IM~#O}. Let {ei}AEh* 
define a basis of the ring E[h*] given a multiplication through e’er = e’+P. 
The formal character ch M of M is defined by 
ch M:= c (dim M,)e”. 
AEh’ 
We shall say that M is Ui-integrable if it is a direct sum of simple finite 
dimensional Ui modules; equivalently (by 3.3) if dim U,a < co, VUE M. 
Set Q(z)=Z{cr,: i= 1,2 ,..., n}, Q(72)=Z(ui: i= 1, 2, . . . . 2n-I}, Q+(R)= 
N{ai: i= 1, 2, . . . . n}. Define an order relation on $* by 12~ if 
A-p E Q+(n). Fix i E h* and set n = 1+ Q(R). We shall say that ME ObUA 
if M is h-admissible and there exists a finite set {p,, pz, . . . . p,} c n such 
that 
Q(M)c LJ (Pi-Q+(n))* 
i=l 
We shall say that M is a highest weight module of highest weight p if it is 
generated by a T weight vector a of weight p satisfying U Ia= 0. 
Obviously such a module belongs to some 0,,. 
5.3. Let B denote the subalgebra of U generated by U+, U”. Take 
n~h*. Then the one-dimensional U” module KA in which ti acts by q(““): 
i = 1, 2, . ..) 2n -I extends to a B module by letting UT act by zero. Set 
WA) = u@, KA 
which is the universal highest weight module of highest weight 2. By 4.8, 
M(J) is a free rank one U- module. 
5.4. By 4.8 we obtain a direct sum decomposition 
u= U0@3(cl; u-k UUZ). 
Let cp denote the projection onto U” so defined. It is clear that 
cp(~(u)) = p(u), VUE U. Given UE Uo, let u(n) denote its value in R 
obtained by replacing each tj by q (I*@. Define a bilinear form (pl on U by 
setting cpl(u, b) = rp(rc(u) b)(l). It is clear that rp,(u, bc) = cp,(rc(b) CL, c) and 
that pn is symmetric. One checks that cpl factors to a bilinear form on 
M(A). A standard argument then gives 
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LEMMA. ker cpA := {u E M(A) ( ~~(a, b) = 0, Vb E M(I)} is the unique 
maximal submodule of M(1). In particular L(A) := iV(I)/ker cpA is the unique 
simple highest weight module with highest weight A. 
Remark. The induced form on L(I) is non-degenerate. One calls it the 
contravariant form on L(A). 
5.5. For each iE (1, 2, . . . . n} we define si E Aut h* by the formula 
sijl=12-(~~,A)ai, VA E I$*. 
Set S= {si: i= 1, 2, . . . . n} and let WC (or simply, W) be the subgroup of 
Aut b* generated by S. Then (W, S) is a Coxeter group and the form 
defined in 5.4 is W invariant [7, 3.91. Fix p~h* such that (a; , p) = 1, 
Vi = 1, 2, . . . . n. Define a translated action of W on b* by the formula 
w . /I = w(n + p) - p, VWE w, AElp. 
This is independent of the particular choice of p. By our choice of ti we can 
choose p so that sp E Q(g) for some positive integer s. 
5.6. Fix iE fl, 2, . . . . II}. Suppose J.E~* satisfies mi := (ai” , I) E N. Let 
en~W4\W h ave weight 1. Through 3.2, remembering the modifications 
(replace q by q4) required by our replacement of 3.1 by 4.3, it follows that 
Yi W+ ‘e, is a highest weight vector of weight I- (mi + 1) aj = si. 1. By 
universality we obtain a homomorphism M(si .A) + M(I) sending e,, ,1 
onto ~7 + ‘e,. By 4.8 and 5.3 it follows that this map is injective and we 
identify M(si .A) with a submodule of M(I). An easy exercise (cf. [8, 3.41) 
shows that M(n)/M(s, .A) is Urintegrable (Definition 5.2). 
5.7. Set P(z)=(IEh*I(ay,A)EZ ViE(l,2,...,n}} and P’(n)= 
(AEij*I(a,“,A)EN, Vi}. Take 1~P+(?r). By 5.6, we may form the 
quotient 
(1) 
which is integral with highest weight A. By 5.4 we have a surjective map 
N(A) + L(1). This will turn out to be bijective (5.1O(ii)); but we do not 
need this for the moment. 
Since N(1) is &integral, it follows from 3.2 and 3.3 that ch N(I) is si 
invariant. Consequently 
w ch N(1) = ch N(1), VWE w. (2) 
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5.8. We remark that I WI < CC o dim gc < ;c, [7, 3.121. Suppose that 
I WI < c. Then W admits a unique longest element M’~ and by 57.2, N(A) 
admits a unique up to scalars weight vector e,,nj. of weight ul,A. Let 1 
denote the identity element of W. 
FR~P~SITI~N. N(2 ) = U + e “,. j.. 
Taking a reduced decomposition of rt’,, we can find a sequence 
Pi’, )W” _ , ) . ..) 1~~ E W with M’,, = 1 such that for each j we can find si E S (not 
necessarily with our previous labelling) such that n;-, =sju; and 
wjll - ,t;- ,A = nzjor,: rnje N. Furthermore uj + iri/l is not a weight of N(A), 
so we conclude that if e,,A is a non-zero weight vector of weight rcjl, then 
xje+ =O. By 3.4 we conclude that .ui”,$Ye,V,;, is again a non-zero weight 
vector of weight bril and that J’ye,,., IS a non-zero weight vector of weight 
e,V,_,,. This proves that e, E U fe,,.oA. Finally N(A) has no weight of the 
form w,,-cri and so yiewOl = 0. This implies that U”U -ewDn = Ke,.,, and 
so U +e,,, = U + (IOU-e,,,,, = Ue,.,,=U~U”U+e,,.,,xU~e,=N(A). 
5.9. Let U+ (resp. U;) be the subalgebra of U generated by xi 
(resp. y;). 
THEOREM. Suppose 1 WI < cc, and let w. = si,si2 ’ . . sim be any reduced 
decomposition of wo. Then 
(i) U- = U,; U,; ... U,;. 
(ii) U+ = UC 17: ... Ut. 
(i) Denote the right hand side of (i) by 15~ ~ . The proof of 5.8 
shows that enjmllE Ul;e,,,. Hence ewolE U--e,. Observe that KeA is B 
stable. From the defining relations of U we conclude that if N is a B stable 
submodule of N(A), then so is U; N. It follows that U- -e, is B stable and 
so by 5.8 and the above it coincides with N(A). In the notation of 5.6 we 
conclude that the natural embedding U- - 4 U- factors to a surjection 
Then letting A become very dominant proves the assertion of (i). 
(ii) obtains from (i) through K and the fact that w. is an involution. 
5.10. We have deliberately set up the proof of 5.9 so it applies essen- 
tially without change to V’. Nevertheless we need the following 
preliminary observation. Set &(A) = i?e,: A E P+ (7~) and for each root of 
unity 5Ek set N;(A)=fi(A)@, A/(q-5). 
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LEMMA. (i) fi(L) is a free A module. 
(ii) N(1) is a simple U module. 
(iii) ch N(I) = ch N,(J) and is given by the Kac- WeJrl formula 
[7, 10.41. 
(i) Identify fi(1) with &-/Anni- e,. Obviously Anno- eA = 8- n 
Ann,- en. Since 6- (resp. Ann,- ei) is a direct sum of its T weight A-sub- 
modules (resp. K-subspaces) it follows that Anno- e, is a direct sum of its 
T weight A-submodules and hence so is fi(J). Moreover each is finitely 
generated since this already holds in oi- by 4.10(i). Again m(n) being an 
A submodule of N(J) has no A torsion. Since A is a principal ideal domain, 
these observations prove (i). 
(ii) By [7, 10.43 N,(n) is simple, and hence admits (as in 5.4) a 
non-degenerate contravariant form. By (i), the corresponding form on N(1) 
constructed in 5.4 is non-degenerate and so N(J) is simple. 
(iii) The first part is an obvious consequence of (i) and the second 
part follows from (ii) and [7, 10.41. 
Remarks. Lusztig [8, 4.12b] shows that L(A) satisfies the Kac-Weyl 
character formula. The present argument is simpler and gives a stronger 
result. In general NC(n) need not be simple (cf. [ 11). Notice that the 
existence of NC(n) for arbitrarily dominant 1 and 3.10 imply that xim3, JJ’“” 
have non-zero images in V for all i, m. 
5.11. Let V+ (resp. V;) denote the subalgebra of V generated by the 
images of the divided powers xicrnl (resp. y!“‘): mE: N. 
THEOREM. Assume the hypothesis and notation of 5.9. Then 
(i) V- = V, Vi, . . . Vi,. 
(ii) V+ = VZT Vi: . . . Vif;, .
Indeed 5.lO(iii) and 3.10 allow one to conclude as in 5.9. 
5.12. It is quite easy to prove the analogue of [7, 9.61 for ME ObU,. 
Again as in [7, 10.43 0” admits an exact contravariant functor 6 (the 0, 
duality functor). By 5.4 one has 6L(I) r L(I), VA oh*. Then an easy 
argument (as in [7, 9.51) combined with the conclusions of 2.3 and 5.1O(ii) 
shows that 
THEOREM. Take ME ObQCll, integral. Then M is semisimple. In 
particular any finite dimensional U module is semisimple. 
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Remarks. This is more general than Lusztig [9, 7.21 or Rosso [ 11, II, 
C, Thm.] and the proof is simpler. The conclusion can be expected to fail 
for just integrable modules in general, since it fails for the adjoint represen- 
tation of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra if n > 1. It also fails if U is replaced by 
V (cf. [l, Sect. 91). For an arbitrary Kac-Moody Lie algebra gc with C 
not necessarily symmetrizable it is hard [14] that N(1) is simple. In the 
symmetrizable case simplicity is proved using the Casimir invariant [7, 
10.43. When dim gc < co one can also give a purely cohomological proof 
[5, 2.19; 6, Chap. S] involving no use of the centre. This solves a problem 
suggested by A. Bore1 (cf. [ll, II, Cl). For the case 1 WJ < co, a direct 
cohomological proof of semisimplicity is given in [ 1, Sect. 73. 
6. LOCAL FINITENESS OF THE ADJOINT ACTION 
6.1. We define an isomorphism T: Q(5) + T of abelian groups by setting 
T(Ctj) = tj, vj= 1, 2, . . . . 2n - 1. 
LEMMA. Take i E { 1, 2, . . . . n}. Then ad xi (or ad yi) is locally nilpotent on 
z(A): A E Q(s) if and only if (ai” , A) <O and is divisible by 4. 
The two assertions are equivalent under K. For the first observe that for 
all m E N one has 
where r = di(cr,” , A). Since U is an integral domain (4.1O(iv)) the right- 
hand side vanishes if and only if (ai” ,A) = -4m. Hence the assertion. 
6.2. Fix ie {I, 2, . . . . n} and let M be a Ui module. Set x = xi, y= yi, 
t = ti. 
LEMMA. Suppose aE M is a t weight vector on which both x and y act 
locally nilpotently. Then U,a is finite dimensional. 
By triangular decomposition (4.8) it is enough to show that if b is a 
weight vector on which y acts locally nilpotently, then so is xb. This is an 
immediate consequence of 3.2.1 (with x, y interchanged). 
6.3. We now prove a global version of 6.2 for the adjoint action of U 
on itself. 
PROPOSITION. For all iE { 1, 2, . . . . n}, F,(U) is’ an ad U submodule of U. 
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By 3.3, Fo (U) is spanned by T weight vectors on which ad xi and ad yi 
act nilpotently. By 6.2 it is enough to show that if a has this property, then 
so have (ad xj) a and (ad yj) a. The two cases are similar. Set b = (ad xj) a. 
We must show that (ad xJrn 6, (ad y,)” b are zero for m >> 0. If i = j this 
follows from 6.2. Otherwise the second assertion is a trivial consequence of 
the relation [y,, xi] = 0 and 2.2(i). Now a is a ti weight vector, say 
t,at; I = q’a. Then 
(ad xj) a = xjatj - q-“%,ax, 
= q-‘xjtja- q’axjtj. 
Now recall that uii = 0 in U. By 2.2(ii) the property of ad xi local linite- 
ness is multiplicative on weight vectors. Hence the required result obtains 
from 4.51, the hypothesis on Q, and the above formula for (ad x,) a. 
6.4. Set 
Z(U)= h F,(U), 
i=l 
which by 6.3 is the unique maximal integral submodule of U. By 2.3, Z(U) 
is a subalgebra of U. 
Set R(n) = 4P(7r) n Q(s) and R+(n) = 4P+(7r) n Q(z). Using that 
4ps~4P+(~) n Q(5) for some positive integer s, it easily follows that 
R(z)= R+(n)- R+(n). Set T, =5(-R+(n)). By 6.16.3 one has 
T, c Z(U). Moreover T, is multiplicatively closed and from the relations 
4.3.2 one easily checks that it is Ore in Z(U). Set T,, = T ;‘T, . Clearly 
T,,= r(R(n)) and is a subgroup of finite index in T. Pick a set of 
representatives {rj}jm,, for T/T, in T with r, = 1. 
THEOREM. Every u E U can be written uniquely in the form 
u=~JYl vjrj: vj~ T;‘Z(U), or stated simply U= T;‘Z(U)[T/T,]. Further- 
more T ;‘Z(U) is generated over T,, by the xitir yiti: i= 1, 2, . . . . n and so is 
finitely generated as a K-algebra. 
Take I E -R+(A) regular (that is, (oliv , A) # 0, Vi). The calculation in 
6.1 shows that 
(ad xi) r(A) = (1 - qdVCai”,‘>) x,t,$A). 
Yet (ad U) r(A) c (ad U) T, c Z(U), so we conclude that xiti E T ;‘I( U), 
Vi. Similarly yitie T ;‘I( U), Vi. Let U’ denote the subalgebra of U that 
these elements generate over KT,,. Since U” is a free KT, with basis {rj}im, 1 
it follows from triangular decomposition and 4.3(2), which allows one to 
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place U” on the extreme right, that U is a free left U’ module with the 
above basis. It hence suffices to show that U’ = T ; ‘Z(U). 
From the formulae for ad x[, ad yi it is immediate that each U’r, is ad U 
stable. Now consider a T weight vector ~4 E T; ‘I( U). We can write u 
uniquely in the form 
14= 1 v;rj: v;E U’. 
j=l 
Moreover it is clear that the vi are again T weight vectors. Since 
U’c T ;‘Z(U) we can find t E T, such that tuEZ(U) and tvjczZ(U), Vj. 
Since each U’rj is ad U stable we conclude that (ad xi)’ tu = 0: SE lV + 
implies (ad xi)’ tv;rj = 0, Vj, with a similar assertion when yi replaces xi. By 
6.2 we conclude that tvirj E FL,,(U), Vj. Now suppose vi # 0 for some j. Since 
U is an integral domain (4.1O(iv)) we conclude that Z(U) r,n Fu,(U) # 0. 
Let us write r, = $A.,). We claim that 
(*) Z(U)z(Aj)nF,,(U)#O implies (LX~,A~)E~~. 
Admitting (*) we conclude that lj E R(X) and so j= 1. This implies 
u E T ; ‘Z(U) as required. 
To prove (*) we set x = xi, t = ti, t’ = r(lj). Moreover we can take di= 1 
which does no more than simplify notation. By the formula for ad x and 
3.11 we see that 
(ad x)(Z( U) t’ n F,(U)) c Z(U) t’t’ n F,(U). 
It follows that the hypothesis of (*) implies that we can find s, E IV and 
a T weight vector a E Z( U) such that (ad x)(at’t2”l) = 0. Set t” = trt2sl. Let us 
write ta = q’at and t”x = qs2xt”. Then the first relation implies that 
xa = q ‘+‘?ax. Substitution gives for all m E N that 
(ad x)(x”‘at”) = xm+ ‘UP+’ - qP2t(x”at’“) x, 
=x m + Lap + I _ qr + 4mXmaXtm + I, 
~(~~q4nr-s2)Xm+lafm+l~ 
Yet a E Z(U) so we conclude that s2 E 4N. Then (Aj, a; ) = s2 - 4s, E 42, as 
required. 
6.5. The result in 6.4 takes a better form when 1 WI < co by virtue of the 
PROPOSITION. Suppose 1 WI -c co. Then Z(U) = F(U). 
This follows from 5.9 using triangular decomposition (4.8) and 2.2. 
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Remark. The conclusion is false when 1 WI is infinite since it already 
fails for gC. 
6.6. We should like to establish a version of 6.4 when U is replaced by 
V,. Specialization does give such a result; but we can expect to even show 
that VC = Z( V:). This is not quite obvious and can actually fail for a root 
of unity < of even order. 
6.7. Suppose m is an odd integer >O. Then we can find integers r, s 
such that 4r - ms = 1, that is, 4r = 1 mod m. By adding or subtracting 
multiples of m we can ensure that 4r - 1 or - 1 mod m with r E N +. 
6.8. We use Xi, ji, to denote the image of xi, yi, in V. Fix a root of 
unity 5 of order m 2 1. We note the following result which is not essential 
but simplifies matters a little. 
LEMMA. TakeaEVandiE{1,2,..., n}. Then the following two assertions 
are equivalent. 
(i) (ad3Fm1)a=0, Vm$-0. 
(ii) For each s E N +, (ad Xfsl)“’ a = 0 7 Vm 9 0. 
Let e, denote the order of vi := 52di and drop the i subscript. Assume e 
odd. If e > 1 and 0 < s < e, then [s], # 0 whereas [se], = 0. This implies 
(1) 
and so Zcsl and hence ad %rsl is nilpotent for 0 c s c e. On the other hand 
we observe that for all rE N +, O<l<e that [re+I]p/([e]p)r [/I, is an 
element of Z[p, p-‘1 which takes the value r! at the specialization p = ‘1. 
Taking Xcol = 1, this gives 
ad(x[“t’l)=A (adfr’l)‘ad xCI1. (2) 
Formulae similar to (1 ), (2) hold when e is even (basically one replaces e 
by e/2). We already saw that (ii) holds trivially for 0 < s < e. Then by (2), 
assertion (ii) for s = e is equivalent to assertion (i) taking m = re + 1 with 
r $0. Then the general case s > e obtains by further application of (2). 
6.9. Fix ie (1, 2, . . . . n}, A E Q(G), and set u = (a; , A). The calculation 
in 6.1 gives immediately 
r-1 
(1) 
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Obviously group elements remain invertible in V;. Since .?!‘I # 0 (see 
5.10, remark) the right-hand side of (1) vanishes only if the scalar does. 
This can never happen if td’ has even order e and u is odd. In this situation, 
(1) and 6.8 show that the action of ad ,UF” is nor nilpotent. 
6.10. From now on we assume that 5 has odd order m 3 1 
LEMMA. Fix iE { 1, 2, . . . . n) and ;i E Q(fi). Then (ad 2:“) s(A) = 0 for all 
r sufficiently large. 
By 6.9.1 it is enough to show that m divides 4u + u for u B 0. This holds 
by the remark in 6.7. 
6.11. We digress slightly to consider the adjoint action of ti on itself. 
LEMMA. For all r, s E N +, i, jE { 1, 2, . . . . n} the elements ad xicrl act 
nilpotently on 
(i) xF”‘t;s, y,c"lt,7"; 
(ii) xbslt;: i+ j; 
(iii) yi’l: i # j. 
It is enough to show that these assertions hold in U. Then by 2.2(i) we 
can assume r= 1. Moreover we can replace xi”‘t;” by (x,t;‘)’ and x,‘“‘t; 
by (xiti)‘. Then by 2.2(ii), we obtain (i) from 3.11, (ii) from 4.5, and (iii) 
from 4.3.3. 
6.12. PROPOSITION. For all r E N +, i, jE { 1,2, . . . . n > the endomorphisms 
ad xFrl, ad yfrl of V are locally nilpotent. 
Fix i E ( 1, 2, . . . . n}. By 3.9, V is generated over k[T] by the images of the 
elements in 6.11 (i)-(iii). The assertion then follows from 6.8, 6.10, 6.11. 
6.13. It is clear that the 
ti; r [ 1. s s’ rEZ, sEN, iE{l,2 ,..., n} 
viewed as elements of U act ad-semisimply on U since they are just polyno- 
mials in the group elements ti which have this property. We conclude that 
all these elements act locally ad-semisimply in 0 and hence so do their 
images in V. 
6.14. Recall that 5 is a root of unity of odd order m > 1. 
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THEOREM. VC =I(V,). 
This follows from 2.2, 4.11, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13. 
6.15. Again from 2.2, 4.11, 5.11 we have for any root of unity 5 the 
PROPOSITION. If 1 WI < 00, rhen Z(V,)=F(V<). 
7. THE QUANTUM TRACE 
7.1. Recall the definition of p in 5.5. If 1 WI < 00, then p is the half sum 
of the positive roots and so 2p E Q(ti) = Q(z). Then t, := T( -4p)~ T is 
defined. Otherwise one observes that xi H q-44xi, yiw q4diyi extends to an 
automorphism crO of U and so we can form the smash product 
U[tO, to’] := U#,K[t,, t;‘]. Obviously any U” admissible module 
extends to a U[ro, t;‘] module. 
7.2. Let M be a finite dimensional U module. For each a E U we define 
its quantum trace tr,(a, M) by 
tr,(a, M) := tr(at,, M). 
Then (see also [ll, II, Prop. lo]) we have the 
LEMMA. For all a, b E U one has 
tr,((ad a) b, M) = .$a) tr,(b, M). 
By 2.2(i) it is enough to prove this assertion with a being a generator. 
It is clear for the a = rj: j= 1, 2, . . . . 2n - I, since these elements satisfy 
(ad a) b = aba-’ and commute with to, Now take a = xi. Then 
tr,((ad xi) b, M) = tr((x,bt,- q-24tibxi) to, M) 
=(l-q- 2dz+4d,-2di) tr(xibtito, M) 
=o as required. 
The calculation is similar for a = yi. This proves the lemma. 
Remarks. If H is a Hopf algebra which is cocommutative then 
tr((ad a) 6, M) =~(a) tr(b, M). In the present situation H is not quite 
cocommutative. 
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8. THE HARISH-CHANDRA HOMOMORPHISM 
8.1. Recall the linear map cp: U-+ U0 defined in 5.4. One may write 
U; U as a sum if its ad T submodules CT; lJO and c’ ; UOU 1. Since 
the weights of U; U” are strictly negative we obtain (U; U)‘= 
(U + U”U I)‘= ( UU 1)s Consequently the restriction of cp to UT is an 
algebra homomorphism (of Harish-Chandra). 
8.2. From the isomorphism T defined in 6.1 we obtain an action of W 
on T which extends by linearity to U”. In the notation of 5.4 we can write 
z(A)(p) = q’“? (1) 
Then by the W invariance (see 5.5) of the bilinear form on b* we obtain 
(WT(l))(/l) := T(Wl)(/f) = T(A)(W-‘11). (2) 
We may also define a translated action of W on U” by linearity and the 
rule 
(Ul~l.T(~))(~FL)=t(~)(U’.~), 
=T@)(W(P+P)-P), by 5.5, 
=T(U’-l~)(p) qb.~-‘i.bw.i~, by (1). 
Thus 
(,*,-I. T(A)) q(P.a = T(M?-‘A) q(P.N. (3) 
We conclude from (3) that ~(,l)q'~*"' maps under the translated action 
of w to t(w-‘A) q(p+-‘? Let us use (U’) w. to denote the set of W invariant 
elements of U” under translated action. It is clearly a subalgebra of U”. Let 
$ denote the restriction of cp to Z(U). 
LEMMA. (i) Im tj c (U”) w.. 
(ii) Suppose I WI < co. Then (U”)“=K{Q(A.)(I~Q(ti)nP+(n)} 
where 
f(n) = c T(W,i) q(“% (4) 
W’E w 
(i) It is clear that ZE Z( U) acts on M(1): 1 E lj* by the scalar 
$(z)(A). Now take ,UE Z”(n) and w E W. By 5.6 we have an embedding 
M(w *P) G M(,u) and so $(z)(p) = $(z)(w .p) = (w-’ .$(z))(p). Since 
P+(n) is Zariski dense in $* this proves (i). 
(ii) If 1 WI <co, then P(R)/W identifies with -P’(z) and so (ii) 
follows from (3) above. 
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8.3. LEMMA. 
n Ann,L(A) = 0. 
IsPi-(n) 
Take x E U. By 4.8 there exist finite subsets 8,, Sz, c Q + (n) such that 
where the indices i, r designate bases for the appropriate weight subspaces 
of Up and U+. By 5.7.1, LlO(ii) we can choose 1 sufficiently dominant so 
that the surjection M(L) -+ L(1) becomes injective when restricted to each 
of the subspaces of weight 1 -p, ,I - v: p E Sz,, \I E Sz,. Then by 5.4 the 
coefficients 
DF.s := q,(b;, K(b;)): VEQ2 
form the entries of an invertible matrix D”. Suppose x E Ann, L(1) and let 
el denote a generator of weight 1 of L(J). Choose ye E Sz, minimal. Since 
.wc(b’,) e, = 0, we obtain 
c 1 1 ai-,tTr[bClc(b”,) eJ =O. 
~ERI vsR2 i,r 
Now the square bracketed term vanishes unless q > v and equals DF,,e, if 
q = v. We conclude that 
for all Y. The hypothesis on 1 implies the alpeA to be linearly independent 
and so we conclude that t::(A) = 0, VP, i, r. Yet this must hold for all 
1 E P+ (71) sufftciently dominant (relative to aI, G!,) and since such 
elements run through a set Zariski dense in h* we conclude that tr: = 0, 
VP, i, r. Since lazl < co this argument eventually proves that x = 0. 
8.4. COROLLARY. $ is injective. 
Obviously z E Z(U) acts on L(I) by the scalar $(z)(L), so the assertion 
follows from 8.3. 
8.5. An analogy with the enveloping algebra case would lead one to 
suppose that equality holds in 8.2(i). Actually this is false. Recall the 
definition of To given in 6.4. 
PROPOSITION. Im II/ c K[ T,] w.. 
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View 2 E Z( U) as an element of T ;‘I( U). Then by the last part of the 
assertion of 6.4 and triangular decomposition (4.8) we obtain $(z) E K[ To]. 
Finally apply 8.2(i). 
Remark. If W is finite then 
K[T,]%=K{t(I): AE -R+(R)}. (1) 
8.6. We now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM. I+$ is an isomorphism of Z(U) onto K[ TO] lK. 
First assume that W is finite. Take ,n E -R+(n) and consider the 
monomial r(,u) occurring in S(p). By 6.1, 6.2, and 6.5 the U module 
(ad U) r(p) is finite dimensional. The subspace (ad U,) r(p) is a sub- 
module of codimension < 1 and so the quotient is proportional to L(0). By 
semisimplicity (5.12) and 2.4 we can therefore write 
(ad U) r(p) = Kz + (ad U, ) T(P) (1) 
for some z E Z(U), possibly zero. We denote this element, which is deter- 
mined up to non-zero a scalar, by 19(?(p)). We show that 13 is bijective by 
calculating an inverse to 0. Now by definition a( U, ) = 0, so we conclude 
from 7.2 that 
tr,((ad U, ) T(P), W = 0 (2) 
for any finite dimensional U module M. Take M = L(A): 1 E P+ (7~). Then 
up to a choice of scalar we obtain from (2) that 
and so 
tr,(T(p), L(A)) = tr,k L(A)) 
Il/(zW) = tr(Tb) top L(J)) tr(t,, W)) ’ (3) 
Set ,u= -4~: q~P’(a). One has 
tr(dP) to, L(A)) = 1 ~(-4(rl+ P))(V) dim L(A), 
VElJ* 
= .;* q- 
4(q+p.v) dim L(A), 
which equals ch L(A) at the evaluation e5 I+ q-4’1 + P,s). By S.lO(iii), ch L(L) 
is given by the Weyl character formula and so we conclude that 
WG) to3 W)) = 
x wEW(-f)l(H’)q-4(rr..i.~+P) 
c,., w (_ 1)““’ q-4woJ+PP (4) 
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where I( .) denotes the length function on W. A similar expression 
(obtained by setting q = 0) obtains for the denominator in (3). 
Observe that (w .1, q + p) = (2 + p, w -’ . q) + (A- q, p), which we 
substitute in (4). Using (4) in (3) and cancelling common factors in q gives 
w)(n) =; 
wcw(- 1)““’ q-4w’1.~+Pl 
ll,E w (- 1)““” q-4w.o.~+P) (5) 
divided by the corresponding expression obtained by setting 1= 0 (which 
is a non-zero scalar and can be ignored). The expression in (5) is just 
ch L(q) at the evaluation et H q-‘(’ +p,5) and so we obtain 
e)(n)= 1 4- 4(‘+P*v) dim L(q) v 
vel)* 
= c 1 r( -4wv)(l+p) dim L(q),. 
vsPf(n) W’E w
Recalling the definition of f this gives 
I/J(Z) = C t^( -4~) dim L(q),. (6) 
“cP+(n) 
Note that in (6) we have veP+(x)n (q - Q+(n)) and so -4v~R+(7r). 
Moreover v < q and so setting z = 0(f( -4~)) shows that $0 is triangular, 
with ones on the diagonal, relative to this order relation. This establishes 
the theorm in the case ) WI < co. 
If 1 WI is infinite we decompose the Cartan matrix into indecomposable 
components C,, CZ, . . . . C,. Then UJg,) (resp. Z,(g,)) can be expressed as 
a tensor product of the U,(g,) (resp. Z,(g&) and correspondingly 
w, = w,, x WC2 x * . . x w,. This is really all quite obvious; for example, 
if cii = 0 then the Serre relation uii = 0 implies that [xi, x,] = [y,, uj] = 0. 
In this fashion the proof is reduced to the case when C is indecomposable. 
A maximal element of a finite W, orbit in P(X) obviously lies in P’(n). 
Now if C is indecomposable and W, is infinite then every non-trivial WC 
orbit meeting P’(n) is infinite. In fact it is enough to check this for the 
fundamental weights and to use [7, 3.12a]. As we cannot have infinite 
sums in K[T,] we conclude from 8.5 and the linear independence of the 
s(L): nor that KITo]W.=K{t(~)(~~R(~)W}, where 
R(Tc)~ := {kR(n)(wA=A, VWE W} 
={A~Q(rt)I(cc; ,A)=O, Vi}. 
From this last formula it is easy to check that 
TW := r(R(7~)~) c Z(U) and i,b(Z+j=R($? 
Thus the theorem follows in this case also. 
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8.7. Let K* denote the set of non-zero elements of K viewed as a 
multiplicative group. Set K*T “= {at: a E K*, t E T “‘1. 
COROLLARY. The set of invertible elements of Z(U) equals K*T IV. In 
particular it reduces to scalars if ( W( < x,. 
8.8. EXAMPLE. Take n = I = 2, with c,? = c,, = - 1. Then gC 1 sl(3). One 
checks that 4P+nQ=N{3~x,+4c~, 4a,+4a2, 4a,+3c(,}. Let z,, z2, zj 
be the corresponding elements of Z(U) defined by the conclusion of 8.6 
(that is, $(z,) = ?( -8a., -4cr,), etc.). Then ;,z3 =z: + 3 and these elements 
generate Z(U) which is furthermore isomorphic to k(q)[z,, z2, z3]/ 
(z,z,-+3). 
8.9. Suppose 1 WJ <co. Let wr, 02, . . . . wI denote the fundamental 
weights. Suppose 4P’ c Q. Then from 8.6 it is immediate that K[T,,] ” is 
a polynomial algebra with generators ?(4w,): i = 1,2,..., 1. The condition 
4P+ c Q only fails if gc has factors of type A2 or A,, : n > 4, or E,. 
9. INVERTIBLE ELEMENTS IN Z(U) 
9.1. LEMMA. Suppose a E I(U) is invertible. Then a is an ad T weight 
vector. 
By definition I(U) is integrable and is a direct sum of ad T weight spaces. 
Write a (resp. a- ’ ) as a (finite) sum of weight vectors. Since 1 has weight 
0 and U is an integral domain 4.1O(iv), no cancellations of extreme weights 
can occur and we conclude that a must be a weight vector. 
9.2. Fix iE (1, 2, . . . . n} and set x = xi, t = ti. 
LEMMA. Let D be a subalgebra of I(U) which is ad Ui stable. Let a, b E D 
be non-zero ad t weight vectors such that (ad x) ab = 0. Then (ad x) a = 
(ad X) b = 0. 
Set tat-’ =qUa, tbt-‘=q”b. By 2.2(i) we have 
(ad x) ab = (ad x) a(ad t-‘) b + (ad t) a(ad x) b 
= q-“[(ad x) a] b + q”a(ad x) 6. (1) 
Yet by definition of I(U) there exist integers, r, s> 0 such that 
(adx)‘a#O, (ad y)‘b#O; and (adx)“‘a=O, (adx)“‘b=O. Then (1) 
gives 
4 ‘UPsu(ad~)r+S(ab)=(adx)‘a(adx)“b#O 
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since U is an integral domain. The hypothesis then forces r + s = 0 and .so 
r = s = 0, as required. 
9.3. THEOREM. Suppose a E Z(U) is invertible. Then a E K* T w. 
By 9.1, 9.2 it follows that a E Z(U) invertible implies a E Z(U). Then the 
assertion obtains from 8.7. 
9.4. COROLLARY. Suppose I WI < CO. Then the set of invertible elements 
of F( U) reduces to scalars. 
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This work was developed from preliminary computations in UJsl(2)) undertaken with 
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enveloping algebras in Oberwolfach held during 22-28 April, 1990. 
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